**Steps:**

**What you'll need**

- Birdisle kit
- Pliers
- Pole digger/auger

**Step 1**
Place baffle (dome) on the all black pole so the metal part of the pole shows through.

**Step 2**
unscrew ring from top of feeder
Remove top of feeder, set aside.

**Step 3**
remove bottom of feeder using pliers, set aside
remove inside packaging from squirrel dome.

**Step 4**
place bottom of feeder on top of pole and baffle with the pointed side up.
place seed chamber on top, sandwiching the bottom between the baffle. Screw into place.

**Step 5**
Use fence post digger to dig a hole 2ft deep (deep enough to bury the exposed metal)
Pack down removed soil around post. Check with level. Screw on perch.

**Step 6**
onecycled and stable, place feeder pole in the grey stabilizer
move stabilizer up and rest atop the buried pole. Fill your stable feeder with seed.

**Step 7**
Lift feeder up and twist into place

**Step 8**
Sit back and enjoy the view

**Notes:**
- The full feeder weighs approximately 30 pounds
- This system can be used for bird houses and bird baths as well
- For best results: set up before the ground freezes and fill after hibernation season starts

**Important!**
Before digging hole, ensure no pipes or electrical wires